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   Introduction

Magnetic reconnection in turbulent plasma

● Energy dissipation at kinetic scales 

● Magnetic reconnection dissipates energy at kinetic scales

 → How frequent is magnetic reconnection in 
    turbulence?

 → How important it is for dissipation at kinetic scales?
 → Which mechanism lead to particle heating and 

    acceleration?

Near Earth space  privileged environment for the →
in situ study of dissipation in turbulence
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   Outline

● Introduction
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● Turbulent reconnection in Earth's magnetosheath

● Detection of current sheets

● Estimation of electron heating

● Electron heating mechanisms

● Conlcusions
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   Magnetic reconnection I

● Magnetic field topology is 
conserved

● In some cases 
magnetic field lines 
break and reconnect
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   Magnetic reconnection II

● Change of topology

● Dissipation of magnetic field 
energy

● Heating of plasma

● Acceleration of plasma

● High energy particle 
acceleration
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   Turbulent magnetic reconnection

● Turbulence in 
reconnection

● Reconnection in 
turbulence
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   Questions

● How frequent is reconnection in turbulence?

● How important for dissipation at kinetic 
scales?

● Which mechanisms lead to particle heating 
and acceleration?
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   Outline

● Introduction

● Magnetic reconnection and turbulence

● Turbulent reconnection in Earth's magnetosheath

● Detection of current sheets

● Estimation of electron heating

● Electron heating mechanisms

● Conclusions
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   Near Earth space

● Large scale 
reconnection:
  → Magnetopause
  → Magnetotail

● Turbulent 
reconnection:

 → Pristine solar 
wind

 → Magnetosheath 
plasma
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   Magnetosheath

● Earth's Magnetosheath

● Downstream of the 
quasi-parallel shock

[Karimabadi+,2014]
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   Observations of magnetic reconnection

● Magnetic reconnection shown to occur in small-scale 
current sheets that form in turbulence

● In situ observations are scarce

[Retino+,2007]
[Servidio+,2011]
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   The Cluster mission

● Launched in 2000 by ESA 
in Earth orbit

● 4 spacecraft in formation

● Separation 100-1000km

● Multiple spacecraft:
 → distinguish spatial 

from temporal variations
 → estimate 3D quantities
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   Event overview

● Spacecraft separation ~100km ~ ion 
gyro-radious

● Reconnection has been shown to occur in 
thin current sheets (Retino+2007)

● Importance for dissipation at kinetic 
scales discussed (Sundkvist+2007)

magnetosheath

Cluster 
orbit

Quasi || 
shock

● Earth's Magnetosheath downstream of the quasi-parallel shock
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   Outline
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   Detection of current sheets

Detecting current sheets:

● Regions of strong current

● Sharp variation of the magnetic field

Method considered here:

 → Partial Variance of Increments (PVI) 
(Greco+2008)
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   Partial Variance of Increments I

● PVI index calculated in 
increments of time interval τ

B(t)

B(t+т)
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B 1

B 2

   Partial Variance of Increments II

● Cluster allows to calculate the PVI 
index simultaneously between a 
pair of spacecraft

 → spatial increments
 → focus on ion-scale current sheets
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   Partial Variance of Increments III

● Values of the PVI index 
correspond to different kinds 
of structures
(Greco+2009,Osman+2011)

● High values of PVI index 
associated with magnetic 
reconnection 
(Servidio+2011,Osman+2014)

[Osman+,2011]
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   Example of a current sheet

● Example of detected current sheet
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   Statistical properties

● Two populations

● High PVI are 
~15% of total

● Strong rotation 
angles (>90 deg) 
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   Outline

● Introduction
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   Estimation of electron temperature I

● Electron temperature calculated every 4 seconds
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   Estimation of electron temperature II

● Estimation of electron temperature at 125ms from 
partial distribution function

Core of distribution
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   Electron heating I

● Local increase of electron temperature within ion-scale 
current sheets
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   Electron heating II

● High PVI  Significant electron heating→
● Low PVI  No significant heating (mostly)→

● Chasapis et al. ApjLett, 2015
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   Outline
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   Case study

Measurements within one current sheet allow to 
study properties of electron heating
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   Configuration of spacecraft

● Cluster 2 crosses close to x-line  
● Cluster 3 crosses downstream from x-line
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   Observations of heating I
● Parallel heating close to x-line
● Isotropic distribution downstream from x-line
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   Observations of heating II
● Parallel heating close to x-line
● Isotropic distribution downstream from x-line
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   Outline
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   Conclusions I

First study of electron heating within ion-scale 
current sheets (Chasapis et al. ApJLett, 2015)

● Two populations with High/Low PVI index

● High PVI current sheets ~15% of total and high 
rotation angle (>90 deg)

● Significant electron heating (up to 50% of Te) 
observed within those current sheets 
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   Conclusions II

Observation of electron heating properties within a 
thin current sheet (paper in preparation)

● Heating mechanisms evolve at very short distance 
from x-line

● Parallel heating of electrons close to x-line

● Isotropic distribution downstream from x-line
 → perpendicular heating or pitch angle scattering 
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   Discussion

● Significant electron heating within high PVI 
current sheets 
       → importance for dissipation at kinetic scales

● Different heating mechanisms contribute to 
particle heating within reconnecting current sheets
       → higher resolution necessary for  
          comprehensive picture

Future work:
● New data (MMS)
● Solar wind turbulence
● Planetary magnetosheaths (e.g. Cassini)
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   Thank you
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   Estimation of electron temperature III
● Two techniques: 

 → Maxwellian fit
 → Maximum of differential energy flux
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   Wave data I

EFW & STAFF
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   Wave data II

WHISPER

Transient emissions? 
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   Evidence of reconnection

Evidence of reconnection:

● Hall E and B fields

● Strong electron heating

● Out of plane E-field negative

● ExB drift inflow and outflow

● E.J possitive 
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   Another case study 

 → Low shear
 → Strong Electron

 heating
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   PVI vs Shear angle

PVI vs Shear angle
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   Saturn's magnetosheath I

Cassini data
Kronian magnetosheath downstream of 
quasiparallel shock 
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   Saturn's magnetosheath II

PVI single spacecraft (tau 10s ~ ion scales)
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   Magnetic reconnection III

Some observational signatures
● Thin region of strong current (current 

sheet)

● Ion and electron diffusion 
regions

● Hall magnetic and electric 
fields

● Reconnection electric field

● Local heating of plasma 

● Inflow and outflow of plasma
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